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Abstract

Regular word transductions extend the robust notion of regular languages from a qualitative to a quantitative reasoning. They were already considered in early papers of formal language theory, but turned out to be much more challenging. The last decade brought considerable research around various transducer models, aiming to achieve similar robustness as for automata and languages. In this paper we survey some older and more recent results on string transducers. We present classical connections between automata, logic and algebra extended to transducers, some genuine definability questions, and review approaches to the equivalence problem.
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1 Introduction

Since the early times of computer science, the notion of transduction has played a fundamental role, as computers typically process data and transform it between different formats. Numerous fields of computer science are ultimately concerned with transformations, ranging from databases to image processing, and an important issue is to perform transformations with low cost, whenever possible.

The most basic form of transformations is realized by processing inputs and producing outputs using finite memory. Such machines are called finite-state transducers. Finite-state string transducers were considered in very early work in formal language theory [22, 73, 41, 54, 67, 1, 40, 26, 14], and it was soon clear that achieving a good understanding of transducers would be much more challenging than for the classical finite-state automata. There are many aspects that change from automata to transducers, in particular non-determinism and the capability to process the input in both directions strictly increase the expressive power of transducers, while this not the case for automata [69, 77]. A further difference is that some fundamental questions, such as the equivalence problem, are undecidable for transducers.

We consider in this survey string transducers, as non-deterministic finite-state transducers that compute relations (or functions) over finite words. It turns out that for string-to-string functions, (single-valued) two-way transducers nicely capture the notion of regularity: Engelfriet and Hoogeboom showed in [42] that two-way transducers have the same expressive power as Courcelle’s monadic second-order logic definable graph transductions [28], restricted to words. This equivalence supports thus the notion of “regular” functions, in the spirit of classical results on regular word languages from automata theory and logic (due to Büchi, Elgot, Trakhtenbrot, Rabin, and others). Recently, Alur and Černý [3] fostered new interest into this topic by introducing streaming string transducers, that have the same...
expressiveness as the two previous models, but allow for more flexibility in extending the model of string-to-string transductions to other quantitative models.

This survey is about classical connections between automata, logic and algebra extended to transducers, some genuine definability questions for transducers, and the main approaches to the equivalence problem. For space reasons we had to leave out several interesting topics, for example regular expressions for transductions [6, 33, 20], transductions over infinite strings [5, 45], visibly pushdown transducers [31, 49], or multi-tape transducer models [63, 25, 23]. Finally, we acknowledge the inspiration provided by a recent survey by Filiot and Reynier [50].

2 String transducers: the setting

As it happens for languages, relations on strings can be specified using many different formalisms. Following a long-lasting tradition, classes of relations are defined using equational, descriptive, or operational formalisms, e.g. algebras, logics, or automata. Unlike for languages, however, different specification formalisms for relations have often different expressive powers, as well as different closure and algorithmic properties. Another important distinction is whether we consider arbitrary relations or functions. For simplicity, hereafter we use the term function to generically refer to a partial function, and we say that a relation is single-valued if it is a (partial) function. Similarly, we say that a relation is k-valued (resp. finite-valued) if it is a union of k (resp. finitely many) partial functions.

Below, we present a few common formalisms based on logics and automata that received most of the attention in the literature.

MSO transductions

Within the realm of logics, monadic second-order (MSO) logic is one of the most expressive formalisms for specifying functions, but also relations on words. The approach, as originally proposed by Courcelle for graphs [28], consists of logically interpreting an output on a given input (or copies of it), where both input and output are seen as relational structures. More precisely, an MSO interpretation consists of a family of MSO formulas $\varphi_{\text{dom}}, \varphi_{\text{pos}}(x), \varphi_{\text{c-lab}}(x)$ (one for every letter $c$ in the target alphabet), and $\varphi_{\text{suc}}(x, y)$, that describe, respectively, when the output string is defined, which positions from the input become positions of the output, the labels of the output positions, and the successor relation. An MSO transduction can be seen as an MSO interpretation preceded by an operation that copies the input a fixed number of times, annotating each copy with a distinguished color. For example, Figure 1 gives a very simple example of MSO transduction that removes all occurrence of $b$ from the input, and replaces every $a$ by a $c$.

$$\varphi_{\text{pos}}(x) := a(x)$$
$$\varphi_{\text{c-lab}}(x) := \text{true}$$
$$\varphi_{\text{suc}}(x, y) := x < y \land a(x) \land a(y) \land x < z < y \rightarrow b(z)$$

\[\begin{array}{c}
\text{a} \rightarrow \text{a} \rightarrow \text{b} \rightarrow \text{b} \rightarrow \text{a} \rightarrow \text{b} \\
\text{c} \rightarrow \text{c} \rightarrow \text{b} \rightarrow \text{b} \rightarrow \text{c} \rightarrow \text{b}
\end{array}\]

Figure 1 An MSO transduction with formulas defining positions, labels, and successor relation.

In order to define multi-valued relations, one can first annotate the input with arbitrary colors, and then perform an MSO transduction on the annotated input: this allows a certain
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Figure 2 A 1NFT. An arrow labeled by $c \mid v$ represents a transition that consumes an input letter $c \in \{a, b\}$ and appends the word $v$ to the output.

degree of freedom in the possible outputs associated with the original input. The latter type of relation is called \textit{NMSO transduction}, the ‘N’ standing for non-deterministic. There are of course restricted variants of (N)MSO transductions, where, for instance, monadic second-order quantification is forbidden (\textit{FO transductions}), or where the order on output positions is directly inherited from the order on input positions (\textit{order-preserving MSO transductions}). For example, the transduction of Figure 1 is an order-preserving FO transduction.

While the formalism of string-to-string (N)MSO transductions is already quite expressive, automata are certainly the most versatile tool for defining relations in an operational way. The literature offers many different models of automata for relations (a.k.a. transducers), which can roughly be distinguished based on the amount of non-determinism and on how the input and the associated output are consumed and produced, respectively. For instance, one can distinguish between models in which the input head moves only from left to right (one-way) or in either direction (two-way).

**One-way transducers**

A rather simple model is that of \textit{one-way non-deterministic finite-state transducer} (abbreviated as 1NFT), describing the so-called \textit{rational relations}. This is basically a non-deterministic automaton in which every transition consumes at most one letter from the input and appends a word of any length to the output. Figure 2 gives an example of a 1NFT realizing the cyclic rotation $f$ defined by $f(ua) = au$ and $f(ub) = bu$, for all $u \in \{a, b\}^*$.

1NFT are readily seen to be equivalent to the formalism of order-preserving NMSO transductions. They can also be equally presented as languages. For example, Nivat [67] observed that the set of runs of a 1NFT can be presented as a language of interleavings of input and output letters, called synchronization language. As a consequence, every rational relation $R \subseteq \Sigma^* \times \Gamma^*$ can be presented by at least one regular synchronization language (possibly more) over $\Sigma \cup \Gamma$.

The deterministic variant of 1NFT, denoted 1DFT and defining the so-called \textit{sequential functions}, has a deterministic underlying automaton and at most one transition $(p, a, q, u)$, for every pair of states $p, q$ and input letter $a$. In addition, every final state is associated with an output word that is produced at the end of the run$^1$.

As a matter of fact, interesting subclasses of rational relations can be obtained by restricting the forms of interleavings of input and output letters in the synchronization

$^1$ This feature is necessary to realize functions that are not monotone w.r.t. prefix order. According to the classical terminology, these functions should be called subsequential, whereas sequential was originally reserved to prefix-monotone functions realized by 1DFT without the final output rule. We prefer the generic name “sequential function”.
languages. For example, synchronization languages contained in \((\Sigma \Gamma)^* (\Sigma^* \cup \Gamma^*)\), which enforce a strict alternation between input and output letters, capture the class of automatic relations. This latter class is closed under all boolean operations (union, intersection, complement), and has a decidable equivalence problem and several other nice algorithmic properties [71]. The idea of defining classes of relations based on synchronization languages was investigated in detail in a series of works [43, 47, 36, 35].

### Two-way transducers

The **two-way** variant of a non-deterministic finite-state transducer (abbreviated as 2NFT) allows the input head to move in any direction, to the left or to the right. This gives a more powerful model than 1NFT, which captures e.g. the relation \(\{ (u, u^n) : u \in \Sigma^*, n \in \mathbb{N} \}\).

When 2NFT are restricted to be single-valued, they turn out to be be equivalent to MSO transductions, so to their deterministic variant 2DFT as well [42]. This is a striking difference compared to the one-way models, where single-valued 1NFT are strictly more powerful than 1DFT.

### Streaming string transducers

More recently, a third transducer model, called **streaming string transducer** (abbreviated as DSST or NSST, depending on whether it is deterministic or not), was proposed by Alur and Černý in [3]. In this model the input is processed from left to right, while storing partial outputs in a finite set \(R\) of write-only registers. Transitions consume one input letter at a time, and can append words to the left and to the right of a register, as well as concatenate registers together. In particular, register updates correspond to substitutions \(\sigma : R \rightarrow (R \cup \Gamma)^*\), where \(\Gamma\) is the output alphabet. As an example, the streaming transducer in Figure 3 reformats author names in bibliographies by transforming strings of the form `first-name second-name surname` into strings of the form `surname, first-name second-name`.

An SST is called **copyless** if no register occurs more than once in the right hand-sides of the update rules. According to the usual nomenclature we refer to copyless SST just as SST, and to unrestricted SST as **copyful SST**. Copyful DSST are close to an old formalism for grammars called HDT0L, a special family of Lindenmayer systems. Strictly speaking, HDT0L systems define word languages, as images of an initial word via sequences of morphisms, that is, words of the form \(h_{i_1} \circ \cdots \circ h_{i_n}(w)\) for some indexes \(i_1, \ldots, i_n\) and for a fixed tuple of morphisms \(h_1, \ldots, h_k\) and a fixed word \(w\). Such grammars can be extended naturally so as to define functions from an indexing sequence \(i_1, \ldots, i_n\) (the input) to \(h_{i_1} \circ \cdots \circ h_{i_n}(w)\) (the output). Copyful DSST define precisely those functions that can be obtained from the previous ones by restricting their domains to regular languages, and by possibly applying a final additional morphism [51].
In the single-valued case, NSST can be determinized and are expressively equivalent to 2DFT and MSO transductions [3]. Determinization incurs an exponential blow-up, and so does the transformation from DSST to 2DFT. Surprisingly, the reverse transformation from DSST to 2DFT turned out to be doable in quadratic time [32], through a construction based on reversible (i.e. deterministic and co-deterministic) transducers. Based on the equivalence between 2DFT, DSST, and MSO transductions, one often calls the induced class of string-to-string functions regular, in the spirit of classical results on regular languages, relating automata theory and logics. Unfortunately, this correspondence cannot be fully generalized to the relational case, where the transducer models 2NFT and NSST turn out to be incomparable. For example, the relation \( \{(u, u^n) : u \in \Sigma^*, n \in \mathbb{N}\} \) is 2NFT-definable, but not NSST-definable, whereas the relation \( \{(uv, vu) : u, v \in \Sigma^*\} \) is NSST-definable but not 2NFT-definable. It is however the case that NSST and NMSO transductions are equally expressive even in the relational case, as shown in [4]. Moreover, it is possible to capture the latter class of relations by a variant of two-way transducers, enhanced with the so-called common guess [19]. Formally, a two-way transducer (input-deterministic or not) has common guess if, before starting the computation, it can annotate the input with arbitrary colors, so that the same color is read each time the head revisits a position. This model is naturally closed under projections on the input, and easily simulates NSST. As a consequence, 2DFT with common guess are equivalent to NSST and to NMSO transductions:

\[ \text{Proposition 1. NMSO transductions, NSST, and 2DFT with common guess define the same class of relations.} \]

In the following sections we will consider two families of decision problems on relations: the class-membership and the equivalence problems. These are very natural problems, that cover most of the difficulties of reasoning with relations. As we will see, the rule of thumb in this context is that most problems turn out to be undecidable as soon as they involve non-trivial properties of rational relations. However, decidability can be recovered in restricted settings, notably in the single-valued, and possibly finite-valued, case. An alternative idea that is often used for recovering decidability of those problems is the origin semantics [17], that we discuss in Section 5.

3 Class-membership problems

Given any two classes \( \mathcal{C}_1, \mathcal{C}_2 \) of relations, the following class-membership (or characterization) problem arises naturally: \textit{given a relation } \( R \in \mathcal{C}_1 \), \textit{decide whether } \( R \in \mathcal{C}_2 \). Clearly, the decidability status and complexity of the above problem depends on the choice of the classes \( \mathcal{C}_1, \mathcal{C}_2 \), and on the formalisms used to represent their relations. Before discussing in more detail a few decidable cases, and their complexity, we give a necessary, and rather strict criterion for avoiding undecidability. The criterion is based on the following undecidability result for the universality problem of rational relations:

\[ \text{Theorem 2 (Fischer and Rosenberg [52]). It is undecidable whether a given 1NFT realizes the universal relation } \Sigma^* \times \Gamma^*. \]

\[ \text{Proof. We give a simple proof of this undecidability result due to Ibarra [60], showing that undecidability even holds for a unary output alphabet. The proof reduces the Post Correspondence Problem: given two word morphisms } f, g : \Omega^* \to \Delta^*, \text{ with } \Omega \text{ and } \Delta \text{ finite alphabets, decide whether there is a non-empty word } w \in \Omega^+ \text{ so that } f(w) = g(w). \text{ Given such } f \text{ and } g, \text{ let } R_+ \text{ be the set of all pairs } (wu, e^u) \text{ such that } n = |u| \text{ and } u = f(w) = g(w) \]
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— here we assume w.l.o.g. that the alphabets $\Omega$ and $\Delta$ are disjoint. Intuitively $R_+$ consists of correct encodings of solutions of the PCP instance. Further let $R_- = (\Sigma^* \times \Gamma^*) \setminus R_+$ be the complement relation, where $\Sigma = \Omega \cup \Delta$ and $\Gamma = \{c\}$. In particular, $R_-$ contains pairs of the form $(wu, c^n) \in (\Omega^+\Delta^*) \times \Gamma^*$ such that either $n \neq |u|$, or $u \neq f(w)$, or $u \neq g(w)$. Note that $R_-$ is universal if and only if there is no solution to the PCP instance.

Now, it suffices to verify that $R_-$ is a rational relation. The pairs outside $(\Omega^+\Delta^*) \times \Gamma^*$ can be easily realized by a 1NFT. Similarly, the pairs $(wu, c^n)$ satisfying $n \neq |u|$ can be obtained by consuming the suffix $u$ of the input while producing an output $c^n$ of length strictly smaller or greater than $|u|$. The remaining pairs satisfying $u \neq f(w) \land n = |u|$ (resp. $u \neq g(w) \land n = |u|$) are covered using the following strategy. One guesses factorizations of $w$ and $u$ of the form $w_1a w_2$ and $u_1 u_2$, so that $u_2$ does not begin with $f(a)$ (resp. $g(a)$), and $|u_1| = |f(w_1)|$ (resp. $|u_1| = |g(w_1)|$). Accordingly, one outputs $c^{f(w_1)}$ (resp. $c^{g(w_1)}$) while reading $w_1$, and $c^{u_1}$ while reading $u_2$.

When considering a class-membership problem from a class $\mathcal{C}_1$ that contains all rational relations to a proper subclass $\mathcal{C}_2$ of it that contains at least the universal relation, one can sometimes adapt the proof above to show that the considered problem is undecidable. For example, following a result from [7], if $\mathcal{C}_1$ is the class of 2NFT-definable relations and $\mathcal{C}_2$ is the class of rational relations, then, given a PCP instance $(f, g)$, one can modify the relation $R_-$ in the previous proof by replacing the pairs $(wu, c^n)$ with pairs of the form $(wu, wc^n)$, where the first part $w$ of the input is copied once to the output. These pairs can be easily produced by a two-way transducer that reads the input twice. It can be shown that, when the PCP instance has a solution, the second pass on the input is necessary for producing the correct number of $c$’s. Otherwise, if the PCP instance has no solutions, then the relation becomes 1NFT-definable: a transducer can read the input prefix $w$ to copy it onto the output, and then cover the arbitrary remaining parts of the input and the output. From this it follows that the class-membership problem from 2NFT to 1NFT is undecidable.

Theorem 2 exploits in a crucial way relations that associate arbitrarily many outputs with the same input, and in particular the existence of the universal relation. This suggests that decidability of universality and class-membership problems can be recovered by restricting to classes of functions. We present below a few cases in which this approach succeeds, notably, for 1NFT/2NFT/NSST vs. single-valued 1NFT/2NFT/NSST (single-valuedness), for 1NFT vs. 1DFT (sequentiality), for 2NFT vs. single-valued 1NFT (one-way definability), and for 2NFT vs. FO transductions (FO-definability).

### Single-valuedness

The class-membership problem from the class $\mathcal{C}_1$ of rational relations to the class $\mathcal{C}_2$ of rational functions boils down to testing single-valuedness of 1NFT. This property was first shown to be decidable by Schützenberger [75]. Later, polynomial-time algorithms were given in [58, 81, 12]. The precise complexity is NL-complete, which can be shown using a rather simple reduction to emptiness of one-counter automata, as explained below. Using a similar technique, one can prove that single-valuedness remains decidable for 2NFT and

---

2 Hereafter, for simplicity, we forbid the use of $\varepsilon$-moves in all models of one-way and two-way transducers (SST already forbid these moves by definition). This assumption does not affect the expressiveness of the models, nor the complexity of the considered problems, since in the single-valued case one can efficiently remove $\varepsilon$-moves.
NSST, but now with PSPACE complexity (for 2NFT decidability was first shown in [30], and for NSST was shown in [4]).

Theorem 3. The single-valuedness problem is
1. NLOGSPACE-complete for 1NFT.
2. PSPACE-complete for 2NFT.
3. in PSPACE for NSST.

Proof. Given a 1NFT $T$, one guesses an input word, together with two runs of $T$ on it, and checks that the respective outputs are different. The test for different outputs can be done with a counter, that verifies on a given input that either (1) the lengths of the two outputs are different, or (2) there is some position in the two outputs where the respective symbols differ. In both cases the question can be reduced to emptiness of a one-counter automaton of quadratic size, which yields the claimed complexity. More precisely, the counter is updated on the basis of the number of output symbols produced by the transitions in the two runs, one contributing positively and the other contributing negatively; checking the same position in the two outputs amounts at checking that the value of counter is zero.

The result for single-valuedness of a 2NFT $T$ follows the same idea as above, except that now the (one-way) one-counter automaton is obtained through a crossing sequence construction [77], and thus has exponential size. More precisely, one follows two runs of $T$ on the same input by guessing tuples of states crossing each position. The length of every tuple can be bounded by $2n$, where $n$ is the number of states of $T$, since to detect a violation of single-valuedness it suffices to consider only runs that visit the same position with the same state at most twice. This reduces single-valuedness of $T$ to emptiness of a one-counter automaton of exponential size, which can be checked in PSPACE. Then PSPACE-hardness follows by reducing emptiness of intersection of finite-state automata [62].

Similarly, for NSST, the one-counter automaton that checks different outputs is exponential in the number of registers, since it needs to guess, for instance, which registers have a non-empty content that eventually appears in the final output [4]. To the best of our knowledge no matching lower bound is known in this case.

Sequentiality

Let us now consider the problem of testing sequentiality of 1NFT, namely, the class-membership problem from rational to sequential functions. The problem was first shown decidable by Choffrut [26]. Later the complexity was shown to be in PTIME [11]. In fact, a close inspection to those proofs shows that the problem is NLOGSPACE-complete:

Theorem 4. The sequentiality problem for 1NFT is NLOGSPACE-complete.

Proof. The theorem is established by first giving a topological characterization of sequential functions as those rational functions that are Lipschitz w.r.t. the prefix distance $d$; more precisely, such that there is a uniform constant $k$ satisfying $d(f(u), f(v)) \leq k \cdot d(u, v)$ for all $u, v \in \text{dom}(f)$, where $d(u, v) = |u| + |v| - 2|u \wedge v|$ and $u \wedge v$ is the longest common prefix of $u$ and $v$. For example, the function $f : cu \mapsto uc$ ($c \in \{a, b\}$, $u \in \{a, b\}^*$) is Lipschitz with constant $k = 1$, while its inverse $f^{-1} : uc \mapsto cu$ is not.

If one starts with a 1NFT $T$, the above characterization can be rephrased in terms of a structural property of the squared transducer $T^2$, which has for states the pairs of states of $T$ and associates with any input $u$ a pair of possible outputs $(v_1, v_2)$ of $T$ on $u$. Formally [11], one proves that the function realized by $T$ is Lipschitz w.r.t. the prefix distance if and only if $T^2$ satisfies the so-called twinning property:
for every path \((q_0, q'_0) \rightarrow (q, q')\) in \(T^2\), with \((q_0, q'_0)\) initial state, either \(w_1 = w_2 = \varepsilon\) or \(|w_1| = |w_2|\) and \(v_1 \cdot w_1^\omega = v_2 \cdot w_2^\omega\) (in particular, the latter condition implies that \(w_1, w_2\) are conjugated).

For non-empty \(w_1, w_2\) as above, one can check the condition \(|w_1| = |w_2|\) of the twinning property with a one-counter automaton of quadratic size. As for the second condition \(v_1 \cdot w_1^\omega = v_2 \cdot w_2^\omega\), it boils down to checking that the trimmed part of \(T\), seen as a transducer on infinite words with a trivial Büchi condition (all states set to be final), is single-valued.

The latter problem is easily shown to be in \(N\text{logspace}\).

Some generalizations of the above result were given for transducers on infinite \(\omega\)-words [11] and for variants of SST with updates of the form \(x := y \cdot v\), where \(x, y\) are registers and \(v\) is a word (possibly over an infinitary group) [34].

One-way definability

Here we explain how to decide which regular functions are rational, or, equally, we solve the class-membership problem from single-valued 2NFT to 1NFT. The problem was first shown decidable, with non-elementary complexity, by Filiot et al. in [46]. In [9, 10], the complexity was improved to 2-Expspace, together with an Expspace lower bound. A refinement of a pumping argument in [10] due to I. Jecker, shows that the problem is Expspace-complete.

\begin{theorem}
One-way definability of 2NFT is Expspace-complete.
\end{theorem}

The key notion underlying the above result is that of inversion of a run, which roughly corresponds to having long factors of the output that are generated without following the left-to-right order. The minimum length of factors forming an inversion is chosen as a function of the number of states of the transducer, so as to enable suitable pumping and combinatorial arguments. The characterization shows that a single-valued 2NFT is equivalent to some 1NFT if and only if every inversion in every successful run delimits a factor of the output that is periodic, with uniformly bounded period. As an example, consider a 2NFT \(T\) that realizes the function \(f(u) = uu\), e.g. as follows (we draw arrows to represent some dependency relationships between positions in the output and in the input):

Every run of \(T\) that is long enough must have an inversion, essentially because one can find many output positions in the first copy of \(u\) and many output positions in the second copy of \(u\) for which the origin arrows are pairwise crossing. Based on the previous characterization, we know that \(f\) cannot be defined by a 1NFT. Observe however, that if the domain of \(f\) is restricted to a periodic language, e.g. \(\text{dom}(f) = (ab)^*\), then \(f\) becomes definable by a 1NFT, e.g. one that produces \(ab\) at each position of the input.

In [8] a result similar to Theorem 5 is obtained, that characterizes effectively the functions definable by sweeping transducers, i.e., 2NFT with head reversals occurring only at the extremities of the input. This latter characterization can be used to minimize the number of passes performed by a sweeping transducer. Moreover, [8] shows a correspondence between
the number of passes of sweeping transducers and the number of registers of equivalent concatenation-free NSST, namely, NSST in which the right hand-side of every update rule contains at most one register (in particular, updates of the form $x := \ldots y \ldots z \ldots$ are forbidden). Based on this correspondence one derives a minimization procedure for the number of registers of concatenation-free NSST:

▶ **Theorem 6** ([8]). One can compute in 2-ExpSpace the minimum number of registers needed to implement a function given as a concatenation-free NSST. The complexity is ExpSpace if the given NSST is unambiguous.

**FO-definability**

We finally turn towards FO-definability of regular functions. The reader may recall the deep theorem of Schützenberger about the equivalence of star-free and aperiodic word languages [74]. This theorem gives a decision procedure for knowing whether a regular language is first-order expressible (or equivalently, [64]), using semigroup properties (see also [68, 82, 38, 39] for some more recent presentations). The general idea is to lift the characterization of FO-definable regular languages to regular functions.

A first trivial observation is that FO-definability of the domain language is a necessary, but not a sufficient condition: for instance, the function $f(w) = w(2)w(4)\cdots w(2\lfloor |w|/2 \rfloor)$ has domain $\Sigma^*$, which is a star-free language, but it is not an FO transduction. We will see that the natural and correct choice is rather to test aperiodicity on the automaton underlying the transducer — intuitively, aperiodicity means that any two inputs $u^n$ and $u^{n+1}$, for large enough $n$, induce the same transformation in the underlying automaton.

The FO-definability problem for regular functions is still open in its full generality, and thought to be difficult. Non-effective characterizations were obtained for 2NFT [24] and for DSST [48]. In both cases the characterization is expressed in terms of the aperiodicity property of a suitable transition monoid — for 2NFT, this is just the standard transition monoid of the underlying automaton, while for DSST, the transition monoid is defined on the basis of the underlying automaton and the register updates.

▶ **Theorem 7** ([24, 48]). The string-to-string FO transductions are precisely

- the functions realized by 2NFT with an aperiodic transition monoid;
- the functions realized by DSST with an aperiodic transition monoid.

▶ **Open question 8.** Is it decidable whether a transduction given by a 2NFT/DSST is first-order definable?

There are essentially two ways by means of which one can simplify the FO-definability problem and establish decidability: by either moving from classical semantics to origin semantics, or by restricting further the class of functions. The first approach was followed in [17], where the problem of deciding whether a given 2DFT is origin-equivalent to some FO transduction was shown to be decidable. We will discuss this approach later, in Section 5, while here we focus on the second approach, specifically by considering the subclass of rational (rather than regular) functions. We point out that both approaches, in the end, give a notion of ‘minimal’ object that is used as a canonical representative of the given function.

For the sake of presentation, we begin by considering an even more restricted case, that of sequential (i.e. 1DFT-definable) functions. As already explained, the goal here is to test aperiodicity on the automaton underlying the minimal 1DFT, where minimality is intended in a strong categorical sense, namely, as an object to which every other equivalent object can be homomorphically mapped to:
Theorem 9 ([27]). For every sequential function \( f \), there is a transducer \( T_f \) that realizes \( f \) and such that for every equivalent trimmed transducer \( T \), there is a unique morphism from \( T \) to \( T_f \). Moreover, \( T_f \) can be constructed in \( \mathsf{Ptime} \) from a 1DFT realizing \( f \).

Before sketching the construction of the minimal transducer \( T_f \), it is worth spending a few more words on the notion of transducer morphism. For this notion, it is tempting to adopt the classical definition of graph morphism, that preserves transitions as labeled edges. However, there are 1NFT that realize the same function using a minimal number of states, but that are not isomorphic in the usual sense, e.g.:

\[
\begin{array}{c|cc}
\bullet & a & \varepsilon \\
\hline
\bullet & \varepsilon & a \\
\end{array}
\]

This simple observation suggests that the correct notion of transducer morphism should take into account the possible different ‘speeds’ at which equivalent transducers may produce their outputs. This can be done by pairing the morphism application with a mapping from states to elements of the free group \((\Gamma \cup \Gamma^{-1})^*\) that encode output lags.

Proof of Theorem 9. The main ingredient underlying the definition of \( T_f \) is a notion of congruence for sequential functions, very similar to the Nerode congruence. The additional crux is to correctly identify words that induce the same behavior w.r.t. the produced output. This requires a normalization step, that guarantees that outputs are produced as early as possible, based only on the finite information that comes from the consumed part of the input. Formally, given a function \( f \), let \( \hat{f} \) be the function that has as domain the prefix closure of the domain of \( f \), and such that \( \hat{f}(u) = \bigwedge \{ f(uv) : uv \in \text{dom}(f) \} \) is the longest common prefix of all \( f(uv) \). Using \( \hat{f} \), one defines the equivalence \( \equiv_f \) by \( u \equiv_f v \) if and only if for all words \( w \), either \( f(uw) \) and \( f(vw) \) are undefined, or they are both defined and, once the respective prefixes \( \hat{f}(u) \) and \( \hat{f}(v) \) are removed, they result in the same word. It is not difficult to see that \( \equiv_f \) is a right congruence, and that it has finite index if and only if \( f \) is sequential. Finally, one defines\(^3\) the minimal transducer \( T_f \) that has as states the \( \equiv_f \)-equivalence classes \([u] (u \in \Sigma^*)\) and transitions of the form \([u] \xrightarrow{a|v} [ua]\), where \( v \) is obtained from \( \hat{f}(ua) \) by removing the prefix \( \hat{f}(u) \).

Based on Theorem 7 and Theorem 9, one concludes that \( f \) is an FO transduction if and only if the underlying automaton of \( T_f \) is finite and aperiodic. Moreover, it is easy to see that if \( f \) is defined by a 1DFT, then \( T_f \) is finite, and aperiodicity can be tested in \( \mathsf{Pspace} \). This shows that the FO-definability problem for 1DFT is in \( \mathsf{Pspace} \).

Recently, Filiot et al. [44] generalized the characterization of FO-definability from 1DFT to 1NFT (in fact, to the equivalent, but less succinct model of bimachines):

Theorem 10 ([44]). A rational function \( f \) is an FO transduction if and only if its canonical bimachine is aperiodic. Moreover, if \( f \) is given by a bimachine (resp. by a 1NFT), then the property can be decided in \( \mathsf{Pspace} \) (resp. \( 2\mathsf{-Exptime} \)).

We discuss the terminology and the main ideas underlying the decidability of the above problem (for more details, we refer the reader to [44, 50]). First, the model of bimachine, which was originally introduced in [74], is conveniently seen as a 1DFT enhanced with

\(^3\) Technically speaking, the outlined definition of \( T_f \) misses the production of the initial prefix \( \hat{f}(\varepsilon) \) of the output. To fix this problem one can equip transducers with an initial production rule, very similar to the final production rule that they already have (cf. [27]).
regular look-ahead. Here by regular look-ahead we mean a finite-state automaton that deterministically processes the input from right to left (so it is co-deterministic). The transitions of a 1DFT $T$ enhanced with the look-ahead automaton $A$ depend on the current state of $T$, the input symbol, and the state reached by $A$ after processing the suffix of the input up to the current position. In [41], it is shown that 1NFT are exactly as expressive as bimachines (or equally, 1DFT with regular look-ahead), with a doubly-exponential time translation from the former to the latter — one exponent is due to the co-deterministic look-ahead, and the other exponent is due to the determinization of the transducer parametrized by the look-ahead.

The existence of a canonical bimachine realizing a rational function $f$ essentially relies on the possibility of computing a minimal look-ahead automaton based only on $f$, and then using this to reduce to the previous minimization problem for simple 1DFT without look-ahead. More precisely, in [70] it is shown that, given any function $f$, one can define a co-deterministic (possibly infinite) automaton $A_f$ such that $f$ is rational if and only if $A_f$ is finite, the function $f[A_f]$ that maps every input $u \in \text{dom}(f)$, annotated with the unique run of $A$ on $u$, to the output $f(u)$, is sequential. For example, the co-deterministic automaton $A_f$ can be obtained from a left congruence $\sim_f$ defined by $u \sim_f v$ if and only if there is a bound $k$ (depending on $u, v$) such that, for all words $w$, either $f(wu), f(wv)$ are undefined, or they are both defined and $d(f(wu), f(wv)) \leq k$, where $d$ is the prefix distance defined on page 7.

Summing up, assuming that $f$ is rational, one constructs the minimal co-deterministic automaton $A_f$ and the minimal 1DFT $T_f$ for the sequential function $f[A_f]$. Pairing $A_f$ and $T_f$ results in a minimal and canonical bimachine realizing $f$. It is then routine to prove that $f$ is an FO transduction if and only if both $A_f$ and $T_f$ are aperiodic.

We conclude by observing that the complexity in Theorem 10 is optimal when we are concerned with functions described by bimachines ($PSPACE$-hardness follows from the usual reduction from universality of finite-state automata). However, when the function is given by a 1NFT, the FO-definability problem is only known to be between $PSPACE$ and 2-EXPTIME.

### 4 The equivalence problem

Historically, string transducers have been first studied within their deterministic, or unambiguous, one-way machine models. One reason for this is that many fundamental problems about rational relations are undecidable, in particular the equivalence problem (recall Theorem 2).

This section reviews the status of the equivalence problem for various types of string transducers, together with a selection of the main technical arguments for proving decidability. One of the first references for decidability in the deterministic case, and specifically for length-preserving 1DFT, is due to Moore [66]. The result was then extended progressively. Equivalence for 1DFT was shown decidable by Blattner and Head [16]. The same authors also showed that it is decidable whether a 1NFT is single-valued (see also [75]), and that equivalence of single-valued 1NFT is decidable [15]. For two-way transducers, Gurari showed that equivalence is $PSPACE$-complete in the deterministic case [56], by reducing it to emptiness of bounded-reversal counter machines [59], a polynomial-time solvable problem [57]. Interestingly, the complexity remains the same for single-valued 2NFT, even though, to the best of our knowledge there is no reference available for this latter result.

The above decidability and complexity results can be presented in a uniform way using reductions to equivalence of finite-state automata and to single-valuedness of relational
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transducers (see Section 3):

Theorem 11. The equivalence problem \( T_1 \equiv T_2 \) is:
1. \( \text{Nlogspace-complete} \) if \( T_1, T_2 \) are 1DFT.
2. \( \text{Ptime} \) if \( T_1, T_2 \) are unambiguous 1NFT.
3. \( \text{Pspace-complete} \) if \( T_1, T_2 \) are 2DFT, or single-valued 2NFT or NSST.

Proof. The idea is to reduce the equivalence problem for \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \) to testing equivalence of the domains and single-valuedness of the union of \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \). For example, when \( T_1, T_2 \) are 1DFT, testing equivalence of the underlying deterministic automata is in \( \text{Nlogspace} \), and the same for testing single-valuedness of the 1NFT \( T_1 \cup T_2 \) (cf. Theorem 3).

For single-valued 1NFT, it is the complexity of the equivalence problem for the domains that dominates, since this is in general \( \text{Pspace-complete} \) [62]. However, if the transducers are unambiguous (which is not a restriction, see e.g. [40, 76]), then \( T_1 \equiv T_2 \) can be solved in \( \text{Ptime} \) [58], since equivalence of unambiguous automata has a polynomial-time solution [78].

Finally, when \( T_1, T_2 \) are 2NFT (or NSST), single-valuedness of \( T_1 \cup T_2 \) is in \( \text{Pspace} \), again by Theorem 3. We need only to show that domain equivalence can also be solved in \( \text{Pspace} \). While this is easy for NSST, it is perhaps not completely obvious that we can check equivalence of two-way, non-deterministic automata in \( \text{Pspace} \). This is indeed the case using e.g. a construction due to Vardi [79]: for every two-way, non-deterministic automaton \( A \) of size \( n \), one can construct two deterministic, one-way automata of size \( 2^O(n^2) \), recognizing respectively \( L(A) \) and its complement. As usual, \( \text{Pspace-hardness} \) for 2NFT follows from emptiness of intersection of finite-state automata [62]; for NSST it follows from universality of finite-state automata [65].

It is worth noting that the exact complexity for the equivalence problem of DSST is unknown, since the problem is shown to be in \( \text{Pspace} \) and \( \text{Nlogspace-hard} \):

Open question 12. What is the exact complexity of the equivalence problem for DSST?

A powerful tool that can be used to establish decidability of equivalence problems on transducers is the Ehrenfeucht conjecture. It was originally stated as a conjecture about formal languages: for every language \( L \subseteq \Sigma^* \), there is a finite subset \( F \subseteq L \) such that for every homomorphisms \( f, g : \Sigma^* \rightarrow \Delta^* \),

\[
\forall u \in L \ f(u) = g(u) \quad \text{if and only if} \quad \forall u \in F \ f(u) = g(u).
\]

Such a set \( F \) is called a test set for \( L \). There is an equivalent formulation of Ehrenfeucht conjecture in terms of word equations [61]. Let \( \Sigma \) and \( \Omega \) be two alphabets, where the elements in \( \Omega \) are variables. A word equation is a pair \( (u, v) \in \Omega^* \times \Omega^* \), and a solution is a homomorphism \( \sigma : \Omega \rightarrow \Sigma^* \) such that \( \sigma(u) = \sigma(v) \). The Ehrenfeucht conjecture then says that any system of equations over \( \Omega \) has a finite, equivalent subsystem, where equivalence means that the solution sets are the same. The proof of Ehrenfeucht conjecture is based on encodings of the free monoid and Hilbert’s basis theorem [2, 55].

An elegant application of Ehrenfeucht conjecture is due to Čulik and Karhumäki, who established decidability of the equivalence problem for \( k \)-valued 1NFT [29]. Their decidability result does not come with any complexity upper bound, however the following stronger result leads to an algorithm of elementary complexity:

Theorem 13 ([80, 72]). Every \( k \)-valued 1NFT can be effectively decomposed into a union of \( k \) unambiguous 1NFT of exponential size.
Since \( k \)-valuedness of 1NFT can be checked in \( \text{Ptime} \) [58], this yields:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{Corollary 14.} The equivalence problem for \( k \)-valued 1NFT is in \( \text{Exptime} \) (for fixed \( k \)).
\end{itemize}

Let us come back to the argument used by Culik and Karhumäki for the equivalence of \( k \)-valued 1NFT [29]. The proof consists of two parts. First the Ehrenfeucht conjecture is used to show that there is a finite test set for any two \( k \)-valued transducers with at most \( n \) states (for any fixed \( n \)). In this case, a test set is a language \( F \) such that any two transducers with at most \( n \) states are equivalent if and only if they are equivalent on inputs from \( F \). In the second part it is shown how to find effectively a finite test set for the class of \( k \)-valued transducers with at most \( n \) states. This step amounts to determine whether two finite systems of equations are equivalent, which reduces to solvability of word equations, and can be solved by Makanin’s algorithm (see e.g. [37]). This proof idea extends to \( k \)-valued 2NFT:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{Theorem 15} ([29]). The equivalence problem for \( k \)-valued 2NFT is decidable.
\end{itemize}

\textbf{Proof.} We sketch the proof of [29] for one-way transducers, then explain how it adapts to two-way transducers. We tacitly assume that all transducers are trimmed.

For the existence of a test set one uses the formulation of Ehrenfeucht conjecture with word equations. As mentioned, the set we are looking for will be a test set for \( \phi \) with at most \( k \) states (and fixed alphabets). An important observation is that for \( k \)-valued transducers (one-way or two-way), the following holds: for every pair of states \( p,q \) and input letter \( a \), at most \( k \) different output words can label the transition \( (p,a,q) \). Thanks to this, any \( k \)-valued transducer with at most \( n \) states can be described by a partial mapping \( \Delta : \{1,\ldots,n\}^2 \times \Sigma \times \{1,\ldots,k\} \to \Omega \) into a \textit{finite} set \( \Omega \) of variables (a \textit{schema}), paired with an interpretation \( \sigma : \Omega \to \Gamma^* \). The (uninterpreted) output of a run that respects a schema \( \Delta \) is then a word over \( \Omega \). For instance, below we depict a transducer (on the left) with the corresponding schema (on the right):

\[
\begin{align*}
  a \mid bc & \\
  a \mid b & \\
  a \mid cb \\
  \end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
  a \mid x_1 & \\
  a \mid x_3 & \\
  a \mid x_5 \\
\end{align*}
\]

Note that the transducer is 3-valued, and its schema satisfies for instance the equation 
\[
x_1 x_3 x_3^n = x_2 x_3 x_3^n,
\]
relating two runs with the same output and over the input \( u = a^{m+2} \).

Now, for every pair of concrete \( k \)-valued transducers \( T_1, T_2 \) with at most \( n \) states, and for every input \( u \), the runs of \( T_1 \) and respectively \( T_2 \), over \( u \), can be partitioned into at most \( k \) groups, each associated with an output among the \( k \) possible ones. For each group of runs, we can write word equations over \( \Omega \) as expected. So two transducers as above, being interpretations of some schemata \( \Delta_1, \Delta_2 \), are equivalent only if they satisfy a formula \( \varphi_n \) of the form \( \bigwedge_{u \in \Sigma^*} \bigvee_{\pi} S_{\pi} \), where \( \pi \) ranges over the possible \( \Delta_1, \Delta_2 \), and partitions the set of runs of \( \Delta_1 \) and respectively \( \Delta_2 \), over the input \( u \), into at most \( k \) groups, and \( S_{\pi} \) is the associated system of word equations. Ehrenfeucht conjecture is used in [29] to show that any \( \varphi_n \) as above is equivalent to some \textit{finite} formula \( \varphi_{n,m} = \bigwedge_{u \in \Sigma \subseteq m} \bigvee_{\pi} S_{\pi} \).

For the effectiveness part, let us assume that for some \( m \), the formulas \( \varphi_{n,m} \) and \( \varphi_{n,m+1} \) are equivalent, i.e., they have the same sets of solutions (recall that testing the latter equivalence reduces to solvability of word equations). The goal is to prove that \( \Sigma \subseteq m \) is a test set, namely, for all \( r > m \) and all \( k \)-valued transducers \( T_1, T_2 \) of size at most \( n \),

\[
T_1 \equiv_r T_2 \quad \text{if and only if} \quad T_1 \equiv_m T_2
\]
where $T_1 \equiv_m T_2$ stands for equivalence relativized to inputs of length at most $m$. The above property is proved by induction on $r$, as follows. Suppose for the moment that, given any transducer $T$ and any input letter $a$, one can construct a transducer $T_a$ with the same number of states as $T$ and such that $T_a(u) = T(au)$. Clearly, $T_1 \equiv_{r+1} T_2$ is equivalent to $T_{1,a} \equiv_r T_{2,a}$ for every $a \in \Sigma$, and $T_1 \equiv_0 T_2$ (the latter being abbreviated as $(\ast)$ below). Therefore,

$$T_1 \equiv_{r+1} T_2 \iff T_{1,a} \equiv_r T_{2,a} \quad (\forall a \in \Sigma) \quad \text{and} \quad (\ast) \quad T_1 \equiv_m T_2.$$ 

This shows that $\Sigma \leq^m$ is a test set. According to the first part, we are guaranteed to find such an $m$.

If $T$ is a 1NFT, one can build $T_a$ while preserving the number of states, just by a shortcut of the transitions departing from the initial state, which can be assumed to have no incoming transition. If $T$ is a 2NFT, a similar idea works, but now the shortcut is more complex since the first input position can be read several times. Still we can shortcut the transitions involving the first input position, assuming, w.l.o.g., that all our transducers have the extra possibility to check whether the current position is the first one.

Recall that single-valued NSST and 2NFT are equivalent transducer models (actually equivalent to DSST and 2DFT). It is natural to ask whether this equivalence extends to $k$-valued transducers. One direction is an easy generalization of the deterministic case:

**Proposition 16.** For every $k$-valued 2NFT, there is an equivalent $k$-valued NSST.

**Open question 17.** Are NSST strictly more expressive than 2NFT in the $k$-valued case?

The approach of Culik and Karhumäki [29] does not appear to generalize to NSST (and not even to the equivalent model of 2NFT with common guess, cf. Section 2). The main difficulty is that it is not clear how to construct the transducer $T_a$ from $T$ while preserving the number of states. This difficulty, however, can be overcome for $k$-valued, 1-register NSST, which thus turn out to have a decidable equivalence problem:

**Theorem 18.** The equivalence problem for $k$-valued, 1-register NSST is decidable.

The above result also follows from [53], where, in analogy with Theorem 13, it is shown that $k$-valued, 1-register NSST can be effectively decomposed into $k$ unambiguous NSST. Not surprisingly, a generalization of the decomposition theorem for $k$-valued NSST with multiple registers faces the same difficulties as the approach of Culik and Karhumäki. We conjecture however that Theorem 18 generalizes to concatenation-free NSST:

**Conjecture 19.** The equivalence problem for $k$-valued, concatenation-free NSST is decidable.

The difficulty in proving this conjecture is combinatorial, since it requires to determine if for two partial runs of an NSST, there is some extension that makes their outputs equal.

We conclude this section by presenting a different approach to show equivalence of transducers, that was recently applied to copyful DSST:

**Theorem 20 ([51]).** The equivalence problem for copyful DSST is decidable.
Proof. The original proof of [51] shows that copyful DSST are equivalent to HDT0L systems, and then applies [29]. An alternative proof was presented in [13], translating copyful DSST into so-called polynomial automata, and showing that the zeroness problem for such automata is decidable. Recently, Bojańczyk reformulated the proof in terms of polynomial grammars [18]. We briefly sketch his proof below.

The starting idea is to encode words by values computed by polynomials. Such encodings were known even before Matiyasevich’s negative solution to Hilbert’s 10th problem and Makanin’s algorithm for word equations. For example, [18] represents a binary word $w$ by the pair $\text{enc}(w) = (\text{bin}(w), 2|w|)$, where $\text{bin}(w)$ is the integer with binary representation $w$. Word concatenation becomes then a polynomial operation: if $w_1$ is encoded by $A_1 = (A_{1,1}, A_{1,2})$, then $w_1w_2$ is encoded by the pair of integers $A_1 \circ A_2 := (A_{1,1}A_{2,2} + A_{2,1}, A_{1,2}A_{2,2})$. A copyful DSST easily translates into a context-free grammar that generates pairs of integers, a so-called polynomial grammar [18].

For example, for the DSST of Figure 3, the grammar has one non-terminal $A = (A_x, A_y)$ for the unique state, plus a starting symbol $S$ for the final output. The rules are as follows:

\[
S \rightarrow A_x \circ \text{enc}(), (A_y \circ \text{enc}()) \circ A_x \\
(A_x, A_y) \rightarrow (\text{enc}(\epsilon), A_y \circ \text{enc}()) \circ A_x \\
(A_x, A_y) \rightarrow (A_x \circ \text{enc}(c), A_y) \quad (\forall c \neq \epsilon).
\]

The question of whether two copyful DSST $T, T'$ are equivalent reduces to asking whether the difference $S - S'$ of the starting symbols of the associated grammars generates only the null vector. Using the decidability of the first-order of reals, there is a semi-algorithm to know if a polynomial grammar can generate some non-zero value, by enumerating derivations. Using Hilbert’s basis theorem, there is also a semi-algorithm for proving that a polynomial grammar generates only the null vector, by enumerating finite sets of polynomials and checking that (1) they induce a solution for the grammar, and (2) they produce only zero (see [18] for details). This shows that one can decide whether a polynomial grammar generates only the null vector, hence the equivalence of copyful DSST.

\[\square\]

5 Transducers with origins

Transducers with origin information have been introduced by Bojańczyk in [17] as a way to recover the algebraic world that appears to get lost when switching from regular string languages to regular string transductions. We recall that for 2DFT or DSST there is no canonical (e.g. minimal) model on which properties like aperiodicity can be tested. As we saw in Section 3, the situation is slightly better for one-way transducers, that do have canonical models — the minimal transducer in the deterministic case, and the canonical bimachine in the general case.

In the standard semantics, a string transduction is simply a relation $R \subseteq \Sigma^* \times \Gamma^*$ that consists of pairs of words. In the origin semantics, a transduction is a set of pairs from $\Sigma^* \times (\Gamma \times \mathbb{N})^*$ such that the output from $(\Gamma \times \mathbb{N})^*$ also records at which position of the input it was generated. Every formalism used for describing transductions, be it transducers, logic or expressions, can be enriched by the origin information in a natural way. For example, the origin semantics for 1NFT is the same as a synchronization language — recall from Section 2 that this is a language of interleavings of input and output letters, and that there could be many synchronization languages representing the same relation. For 2NFT, the origin semantics is conveniently described by origin graphs, which are special graphs consisting of two total orders (for the input and the output), together with edges from output positions.
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Recall that a string-to-string function is called regular if it is realized by one of the following, equivalent formalisms: 2DFT, DSST, MSO transductions. The main contribution of [17] was to show a Myhill-Nerode theorem for regular functions with origin semantics, and give an effective characterization for the subclass of FO transductions. The result amounts to define left and right congruences, as follows. Recall that the Nerode (right) congruence for a language \(K\) defines \(u \equiv v\) if \(u^{-1}K = v^{-1}K\). Similarly, for a function \(f : \Sigma^* \to \Gamma^*\), we define a right congruence by \(u \equiv_R v\) if \(f_{u^{-1}} = f_{v^{-1}}\), where \(f_{u^{-1}}(w)\) is obtained from \(f(uw)\) by replacing all maximal non-empty factors with origins inside \(u\) by a special marker \(•\). For example, for \(f(w) = ww\) there are two possibilities for \(f_{u^{-1}}\), depending on whether \(u\) is empty or not: one is \(v \mapsto vv\), and the other is \(v \mapsto • v • v\). Symmetrically, one defines a left congruence \(\equiv_L\) using \(f_{u^{-1}}(w)\), that is obtained from \(f(uw)\) by replacing with \(•\) all maximal non-empty factors with origins inside \(u\).

▶ Theorem 21 ([17]). Let \(f\) be a string-to-string function with origins.
1. \(f\) is regular if and only if the associated congruences \(\equiv_L\) and \(\equiv_R\) have finite index.
2. A regular \(f\) is origin-equivalent to an FO transduction if and only if all classes of the associated congruences \(\equiv_L\) and \(\equiv_R\) are FO-definable languages.

An immediate consequence of the above theorem is that one can decide FO-definability in the origin semantics. Using that the congruences \(\equiv_L\) and \(\equiv_R\) can be tested in \(PSPACE\) we get:

▶ Corollary 22. The problem whether given 2DFT or DSST is origin-equivalent to some FO transduction is \(PSPACE\)-complete.

Register minimization of DSST is another problem that can be solved under the origin semantics, as stated below. The main ingredient of the characterizations is the notion of \(k\)-crossing. Formally, an output position \(y\) is said to cross an input position \(x\) if the origin of \(y\) is \(x\) or to the left of \(x\), and the origin of \(y + 1\) is to the right of \(x\) (if \(y + 1\) is defined). An origin graph is \(k\)-crossing if every input position is crossed by at most \(k\) output positions.

▶ Theorem 23 ([19]). A set \(G\) of origin graphs is realizable by a \(k\)-register DSST if and only if it satisfies all conditions below:
1. every graph in \(G\) is \(k\)-crossing,
2. there is a constant \(c\) such that, for all graphs in \(G\), every input position is the origin of at most \(c\) output positions,
3. \(G\) is MSO-definable.

Taking the right hand-side graph of Figure 4 as an example, one sees that \(c = k = 1\), and the MSO formula defining such graphs says, among other things, that the origin of the output position \(y + 1\) is the predecessor of the origin of \(y\).

Another quite interesting phenomenon is that the equivalence problem becomes decidable in the origin semantics, even for non-deterministic, two-way transducers with common guess:
Theorem 24 ([21]). The origin-equivalence problem for 2NFT (possibly enhanced with common guess) is \( \text{PSPACE-complete} \).

The previous result is consistent with the intuition that under the origin semantics, one does not reason anymore on two separate objects (input and output), but on one single object (the origin graph). In this perspective, it becomes natural to ask whether some amount of information can be removed from the origin semantics, while still preserving decidability of equivalence. The argument below reveals that not much information can be removed.

Consider a modified notion of origin, that instead of mapping output positions to input positions, defines an equivalence on the output so that any two positions are equivalent when they have the same origin in the input. A small modification of the proof of Theorem 2 show that decidability of equivalence is lost under this weaker semantics. Indeed, one can replace the pairs \((wu,c^n)\) that encode non-solutions of the PCP instance by pairs of the form \((w'u',c^n)\), where \(w'u'\) is obtained from \(wu\) by inserting a fixed dummy word \(\cdots\) between every two consecutive positions, so that it becomes possible to produce at most one output letter at each input position. In this case, the equal-origin information becomes vacuous, and the universality problem turns out to be undecidable.

6 Conclusions

We have reviewed some of the fundamental questions on string transducers, mostly concerning characterization and equivalence problems. Some of the problems were shown decidable, notably in the single-valued and in the finite-valued case, but a few important problems remain open.

This is the case, for instance, for the FO-definability problem for regular functions: given a 2DFT or a DSST, is it equivalent to some FO transduction? As a possible first attempt, one may try to look at FO-definability for restricted variants of 2DFT and DSST (e.g. sweeping 2DFT and concatenation-free DSST), trying to lift the known characterization for 1DFT.

Another challenging question that remains unanswered is whether \(k\)-valued NSST are as expressive as \(k\)-valued 2NFT, or strictly more expressive. The related problem of testing equivalence of \(k\)-valued NSST is also open. A solution to both problems might stem from a decomposition theorem, that is, from a proof that every \(k\)-valued NSST can be decomposed into an equivalent finite union of DSST. This latter result however seems rather difficult to get, due to the underlying word combinatorics. Also in this case, it might be helpful to consider first the problem for the restricted class of concatenation-free NSST.

We finally recall a couple of open problems related to equivalence and single-valuedness of SST. We have seen that equivalence for single-valued NSST is \(\text{PSPACE-complete}\), but what about DSST? Is the equivalence problem still \(\text{PSPACE-hard}\), or is it possible to exploit determinism to lower the complexity? Similarly, the problem of testing singe-valuedness on NSST is shown to be in \(\text{PSPACE}\), but no matching lower bound is known. Finally, the problem of minimizing the number of registers in a DSST is also open.
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